COMPUTER SCIENCE + GEOGRAPHY & GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE, BSLAS

for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts & Sciences Major in Computer Science + Geography & Geographic Information Science

computer science degree information: CS + X Degrees (https://cs.illinois.edu/academics/undergraduate/degree-program-options/cs-x-degree-programs/#requirements)
geography & geographic information science information: CS + GGIS (https://cs.illinois.edu/academics/undergraduate/degree-program-options/cs-x-degree-programs/computer-science-geography/)
department page: https://www.ggis.illinois.edu/ (https://ggis.illinois.edu/)
overview of college admissions & requirements: Liberal Arts & Sciences (http://catalog.illinois.edu/schools/las/academic-units/)
college websites: https://las.illinois.edu/ and https://grainger.illinois.edu/
geography & geographic information email: ggis-advisor@illinois.edu (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/eng_las/computer-science-geography-geographic-information-science-bslas/ggis-advisor@illinois.edu)
computer science email: undergrad@cs.illinois.edu (academic@cs.illinois.edu)

Please see the computer science advisor as well as the geography advisor.

Undergraduate Degree Programs in Geography & Geographic Information Science

For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Liberal Arts and Sciences

• Major in Computer Science & Geography & GIS, BSLAS (p. 1)
• Major in Geography & Geographic Information Science, Geographic Information Science Concentration, BSLAS (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/geography-geographic-information-science-bslas/geographic-information-science/)
• Major in Geography & Geographic Information Science, Physical Geography Concentration, BSLAS (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/geography-geographic-information-science-bslas/physical-geography/)

For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Arts and Sciences

• Major in Geography & Geographic Information Science, General Geography Concentration, BALAS (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/geography-geographic-information-science-balas/general-geography/)
• Major in Geography & Geographic Information Science, Human Geography Concentration, BALAS (http://catalog.illinois.edu/undergraduate/las/geography-geographic-information-science-balas/human-geography/)